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Current satellites
There are currently twenty OSCAR satellites, in low earth orbit, carrying amateur radio voice transponders:
AO7
– Linear transponders – launched in 1974
FO29
- Linear transponder
SO50
– FM transponder
AO73/FUNcube-1
- Linear transponder and educational telemetry
FUNcube-2 on UKube-1
- Linear transponder and educational telemetry
EO79/FUNcube-3 on QB50p1
- Linear transponder (only)
AO85/Fox-1A
- FM transponder with telemetry for educational outreach
IO86 /LapanA2
- FM transponder
LilacSat-1
- FM transponder
LilacSat-2
- FM transponder (not available in Region 1)
EO88/FUNcube-5 on Nayif-1 (UAE)
- Linear transponder and educational telemetry
XW2A
- Linear transponder
XW2B
- Linear transponder
XW2C
- Linear transponder
XW-2D
- Linear transponder
XW-2F
- Linear transponder
CAS-4A
- Linear transponder
CAS-4-B
- Linear transponder
AO91/RadFxSat
- FM transponder with telemetry for educational outreach
AO92/Fox1D
- FM transponder with telemetry for educational outreach and
L band uplink
TY2
- Multimode and multi band transponders including downlinks on
2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz (not yet commissioned)
TY6
- Multimode and multi band transponders including downlinks on 2.4
GHz and 5.8 GHz (not yet commissioned)
JY1SAT
- Linear transponder and educational telemetry (not yet
commissioned)
ESEO
- FM transponder and educational telemetry sub system (not yet
commissioned)
Es’HailSat-2/Phase 4A
- Linear transponders in geostationary orbit (tested but not yet
commissioned) – see below
* Those struck through have ceased operations during the past 12 months
There are also a number of satellites with digital and APRS capability including the ARISS payload on the
ISS.

Other active satellites
In addition to the above spacecraft, there are more than 120, currently active, other satellites which use
downlink frequencies within the amateur satellite service allocations. These are generally using the145 MHz
and/or 435 MHz bands. These have a variety of functions and their current status can be checked at
http://www.dk3wn.info/p/?page_id=29535 This is a massive increase, probably double the number, active
one year ago.
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Of these, some twenty, although appearing to be operating in the amateur satellite service, have never
requested frequency coordination from the IARU. They do not make their telemetry details publicly available
and this is in contravention of the Radio Regs.
Additionally, there are another six missions which, although they have gone through the IARU frequency
coordination process have also not released their telemetry details.

AMSAT transponder satellite projects (under construction or at proposal stage)
Fox1E
CAS 7A
CAS 7B

AMSAT-NA – A linear V/U transponder and telemetry is planned for a 2019 launch
CAMSAT (China) – a microsat carrying HF & VHF linear transponders planned for
an April 2019 launch
CAMSAT (China) – microsat with a V/U FM transponder on the same launch as
CAS 7A

EsHailSat-2
As mentioned above, this is Geostationary Spacecraft at 25.8 degrees east and carries two amateur
transponders. They will both use 2.4GHz for uplink and 10GHz for downlinks.
The launch of this spacecraft took place late in November 2018 and, at the time of writing, the spacecraft has
been located at its final position. Successful initial testing of the two transponders has been undertaken prior
to handover. Commissioning of the transponders is expected to take place in the next few weeks and a
supplementary report will be made available in time for our meeting in Vienna
Es'HailSat-2 will provide a 250kHz linear transponder intended for conventional analogue operations in
addition to another transponder which will have an 8MHz bandwidth. The latter transponder is intended for
experimental digital
modulation schemes
and DVB-S amateur
television.
Both transponders will
have broad beam
antennas to provide full
coverage over more
than one third of the
earth’s surface
centered over Africa.
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It is anticipated that only quite simple ground equipment will be required to use this satellite. Considerable
work continues to be undertaken by AMSAT-DL, BATC and other interested groups to develop a suitable
CONOPS for this spacecraft.
This 24/7 coverage of more than 1/3rd of the globe will require operators to use the transponders
responsibly. Initial bandplans have been developed and “Good operating practices” defined. These will be
iterated in the light of experience and more details will be made available.
In the meantime, all IARU member societies, within the footprint, are kindly asked to give maximum
publicity to the details included here https://amsat-dl.org/p4-a-nb-transponder-bandplan-andoperating-guidelines for the narrowband transponder and here https://amsat-dl.org/p4-a-wbtransponder-bandplan-and-operating-guidelines for the DATV/wideband transponder.
It can be anticipated that this mission will create a welcome step change in the development of hardware for,
and the level of amateur activity on, both our 2.4 GHz and 10.45 GHz allocations.

CubeSats
There continues to be a vast number of CubeSats missions being developed. It is expected that a majority of
this volume will be parts of commercial constellations that will use frequencies outside the amateur satellite
service spectrum. The number of CubeSats being developed by Universities and similar organisations is
expected to be fairly stable over the coming months.

Frequency Coordination
The IARU Frequency Coordination Panel has continued to be very active and is working to ensure that any
satellite project, which is intending to use frequencies in the amateur satellite service, is actually compliant
with the requirements for such use.
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A number of missions have recently been declined as they cannot demonstrate that they meet the
requirements in Art 25 section II of the Radio Regulations. It is hoped that IARU will transmit a more public
message in this regard in an effort to reduce these occurrences.
Full details of all satellite projects about which the Coordination Panel is aware can be found at
http://www.amsat.org.uk/iaru/ and information about the Coordination process itself is available at
www.iaru.org/satelllite.html

Education Outreach
Both FUNcube-1 (now more than five years old!) and Nayif-1continue to provide telemetry for educational
outreach for schools and colleges and a simple omni-directional 145MHz antenna and SDR dongle are all
that is required for satisfactory reception. Simple, windows based, decoders and user interfaces are available
for free download.
More than 1200 stations around the world have been submitting the telemetry data that they have received
to the central Data Warehouses.
It is anticipated that JY1Sat will shortly be made available foreducational outreach operations
The FOX CubeSat programme from AMSAT-NA also provides educational outreach opportunities and is
compatible with the FUNcube type receiver systems.

The International Space Station
The ARISS team remain challenged by the equipment failure in the Columbus Module but have continued to
organise a large number of contacts between the astronauts and schools using both 145MHz and 435 MHz
bands from the Russian module
The equipment for the HamTV has failed and is expected to be returned to earth for repair shortly! Work
continues on the development of a Mk2 HamTV system and a set of newly designed and approved
interoperable power units will be up-massed this year.

Deeper space activities
Although the majority of amateur satellites continue to operate from low earth orbit, as mentioned above,
they have recently been joined by Eshail-2 in geostationary orbit. Additionally, from China, DSLWP-B (LO94) is a spacecraft that was launched into lunar orbit during 2018. It is active and regularly downlinks JT4G
telemetry and also images.
Graham Shirville G3VZV
January 2019

